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Purpose:
 To provide a detailed explanation, as 
well as step-by-step processes, for 

creating an effective resume
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What’s Resume?

Is a brief document that summarizes your education, 
employment history, and experiences that are relevant to 
your qualifications for a particular job for which you are 
applying. The purpose of a resume is to get an interview. 
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Types of Resume

● Functional 
● Chronological
● Combination/Hybrid
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Functional Resume

Functional resumes split a professional’s experience into 
domains of knowledge and ability.  

For example, a functional resume for a Director of IT might 
have the following sections:  

Leadership/Management Experience, Key Projects, 
Information Technology Experience. I’d also expect this 
resume to include a Technical Skills section, along with the 
classic Education and Summary sections. 6



Example

Credit:ResumeGenuis     
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Chronological

A chronological resume will actually be written in 
reverse-chronological order (with the most recent position 
appearing at the top of the page).  This is, and has been, the 
gold standard for resume writing.  Chronological resumes 
paint a very clear picture of the career trajectory, letting 
recruiters understand your path of promotions and job 
movement over the course of time.  They often include the 
first career-oriented job after college, and describe every 
position held since then. 8



Example

Credit: zety     9



Combination

These resumes offer a combination of functional “grouping” of 
skills, but still make use of an easy-to-understand timeline.  
Some combination resumes can be very effective for the right 
career
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Example
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General features of a resume

1. Contact
2. Key skill summary(top 8 skills)
3. Education
4. Work history/Experience
5. Honors, activities, and outreach
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Things to cover on contact

● Full name
● Email address
● Permanent address
● Local or campus address (if applicable)
● Phone number(s)
● Web address/URL
● Fax number, etc.
● LinkedIn
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Formating educational section
Schools you have attended such as universities and 4-year colleges, junior and 
community colleges, as well as professional and technical schools (rarely high 
schools, unless somehow relevant)

● The name of your school
● Location of your school
● The degree you obtained (if applicable)
● Your field of study
● Graduation year (if applicable)
● Your GPA (Note: You may not want to include this if it's not above 3.4)
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Formatting Your Experience/Skills
An experience section emphasizes your past and present employment and/or your 
participation in relevant activities. Sometimes this section goes under other names 
such as the following:

● Work Experience
● Professional Experience
● Work History
● Field Work
● Volunteer Work
● Relevant Experience
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Power Verbs Vs. Weak Verbs
● Did/Handle

○ Executed
○ Implemented
○ Carried out
○ Processed
○ Initiated 
○ Facilitated 
○ Conducted
○ Created

● Help
○ Assisted
○ Aided
○ Demonstrated
○ Provided

● Led
○ Managed
○ Coordinated
○ Supervised
○ Spearheaded
○ Oversaw.. I.e the operation
○ Directed

● Got results
○ Increased.  I.e gross sales 

by…%
○ Generated…
○ Identified
○ Strengthen
○ Improved
○ Accomplished
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Continuation

● Organized
○ Maintained
○ Arranged

● Communicated
○ Collaborated
○ Reported
○ Highlighted

● Researched
○ Analyzed
○ Diagnosed
○ Measured

● Used
○ Operated
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Structure of Awards, Certificates, & Honors
This section of the resume highlights the relevant activities you have been 
involved with and the honors you have received that you could discuss with your 
prospective employer. You also want to communicate how these activities and 
honors might make you an asset to the organization.

An honors and activities section might include the following:

● Academic awards and scholarships
● Membership in campus, national, or international organizations
● Leadership positions held in campus, national, or international organizations
● University and community service positions
● Work-related awards or honors
● Date of award or dates of involvement in an activity 18



Don’ts on a resume
● Don’t use the same resume to apply for multiple jobs
● Don’t include work with controversial organizations
● Don’t try to hide gaps
● Don’t have tables on your resume
● Don’t use objective profile-it’s outdated
● Don’t include jargons
● Don’t try to squish everything on one page
● Don’t use more than 2 fonts
● Don’t use the job description verbatim
● Don’t include anything confidential
● Avoid using high school information if you’re a college graduate
● Don’t put your job description as your skills 19



Tips on writing an excellent resume
● Use a professional email
● Set your font between 10-12 points
● Align your content to the left
● Make a strategic use of bold, caps, italics
● Diversify the use of verbs
● Avoid ambiguous words that require using dictionary
● Choose an attractive and readable font

○ eg.Verdona
■ Arial
■ Helvetica
■ Time New Roman

● Not: Comic scans
○ Caveats
○ Pacifico
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Continuation
● Write explanations for large gaps in career history
● Use action/power verbs
● Use numbers, %, and power verbs in listing achievements-quantify everything
● Safe resume in PDF format; unless the employer says otherwise
● Use proofreading and a 2nd eye before submitting
● Name your resume. I.e Gabe_Vorleto_Resume

○ Not. resume, gabe vorleto, unknown, etc. 
○ Key reason, your resume is going to be in the pool of many other resumes

● Read the job description
○ Mirror the job description to your skills

● Keep white spaces to make it reader friendly
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Resources for writing an excellent resume
1. Resume Genius
2. The Job Network
3. Executive draft resume services
4. Zety.com
5. America’s Job Exchange
6. HLoom.com
7. Resumehelp.com
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https://resumegenius.com/blog/resume-help/how-to-write-a-resume
https://www.thejobnetwork.com/
https://executivedrafts.com/
https://zety.com/
https://www.americasjobexchange.com/
https://www.hloom.com/
https://www.resumehelp.com/

